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Abstract

This paper applies a regression based numerical method for

photovoltaic power output hourly forecast. The method uses

a historical data composed of irradiance, azimuth, zenith

angle and time of day information. In every run of the fore-

cast program, publicly available cloud cover forecast data

for the following day is obtained, and by using a numeri-

cal regression based method a function is fit. Then by using

the publicly available temperature forecast data, forecasted

irradiance data, and computed solar position (zenith, az-

imuth) data, both power output and temperature module

output of PV array is computed. Numerical forecast results

show that, they are in accordance with the actual data.

1. Introduction

With the evolution to smarter electrical power grids, the us-

age of photovoltaic technologies are increasing. Since world’s

energy need is projected to be 30 TW in 2050 (which is triple

times of the usage in 2011), to stabilize the CO2 in atmosphere,

the ratio of photovoltaics (PVs) and renewables will increase

[1]. The efficiency of technology of solar cells is developing

day by day and the costs are reducing, this also motivates the

industry to use more and more PVs in the near future. How-

ever, different from conventional power plants, power output of

PVs are not constant in time, their fluctuated behavior of the

power outputs are due to intermittent nature of the irradiance,

and hence due to the change in cloud covers. The impacts of

solar penetration into power systems is detailly discussed in [2].
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PV outputs need to forecasted as accurate as possible to obtain

an efficient operation in electrical power systems.

Several methods have been used in PV power output fore-

casting. One of these methods is time series modeling [3]. In [4]

power output of PV system is forecasted by using artificial neu-

ral networks.The article in [5] predicts hourly forecast using ar-

tificial neural networks and wavelet transform together. Genetic

algorithm provides the best simulation results in [6] when used

with artificial neural networks. In [7] Kalman Filters are used

for forecasting. Another tool used to forecast power outputs of

PV Sytems is support vector machines [8, 9]. Detailed infor-

mation on solar irradiance forecasting methods may be found

in [10].

According to [10] global horizontal irradince (GHI) fore-

casting approaches may be applied from very short timescale

from 5 min to 6 hours where artificial neural networks, autore-

gressive and autoregressive moving average models are used.

For irradiance forecasting information of cloud cover is needed.

This may be either found in satellite images, or ground based

sky images. The work [11], that uses cloud motion vectors

from satellite images show good performance for periods from

30 minutes to 6 hours ahead. Ground based sky images may be

used for very short term irradiance forecasting[12]

This study presents a computational approach to forecast

PV outputs by using a numerical regression method. Since the

solar irradiance of an area is based on the positions and an-

gles (longitude, latitude, azimuth, zenith), these components

are involved in forecasting processes. The method uses pub-

licly available daily hour based cloud cover forecast data, and

temperature forecast data. Different from a previous work [13],

where neural network is used in forecasting phase, a numeri-

cal regression algorithm is applied. After obtaining next day’s

forecasted irradiance values, the model uses Newton Raphson

model based MPPT program for PV power output calculation.

PV module temperature model uses publicly available temper-

ature forecasts, together with the calculated power output fore-

casts. Labview is used as the programming environment.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The second

section explains the model for PV power output and module

temperature forecast model. The subsections of this section

briefly explains the data preparing and calculation processes in

the model. Final section illustrates the test results and compares

these results to the actual ones.
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where G is the actual irradiance, Gn is the nominal irradiance.

Rp =
Vmp(V

−)

VmpIpv − VmpIoe
V −

aNs

q

KT + VmpIo − Pmax

(8)

where V − = (Vmp + ImpRs) Equation (4) is solved for all

V values from 0 to VocNser, by using Newton Raphson method

and for each V value, an I value is obtained, hence all the power

values for these pairs may be computed. Maximum power value

is computed and stored.

From all the maximum powers, there is only one point that

satisfies the condition Pmax,m = VmpImp at the (Vmp, Imp)

point [17]. By using this, Pmax = 6719.82, position=102, Rs =
0.306, Rp = 573.791, Ipvmax = 8.47345 are found. The graph

of Pmax as a function of Rs is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Pmax, Rs graph.

2.5.2. Calculation of PV Power Output

PV Power Output calculation uses Rp, Rs, Ipvmax, ambient

temperature T , and irradiance G as inputs. P and Tmodule are

the outputs.

A thermal calculation model for a PV module is given in

[18]. This model takes the decrease and increase in the temper-

atures into consideration for module temperatures. The change

in module temperature is given by the following equation:

Cmodule = qlw + qsw + qconv − Pout (9)

where, Cmoduleqlw, qsw, qconv, and Pout represent, the heat ca-

pacity of the module, short wave heat transfer, convection heat

transfer, and power generated by the module respectively. De-

tailed information on these equations may be found in [18].

The algorithm for calculation of PV Power output and mod-

ule temperature is given in Algorithm 1. As can be seen below,

the algorithm includes a main loop for 24 hour simulation and

two separate loops. The first separate loop performs PV power

output calculation by using Newton Raphson method, and the

second separate loop calculates temperature module by using

Euler Method.

3. Tests and Results

The proposed method is tested from 24th to 30th of June

2015.Obtained simulation results are compared to the actual

values obtained from the PV module installed on ORNL DECC

Lab. In Figure (7) the actual and forecasted irradiance values for

the specified days are illustrated. As can be seen from the fig-

ure, the actual results and the forecasted results for the days with

Algorithm 1 PV output and temperature module calculation al-

gorithm

Inputs: Rp, Rs, Ipvmax, T , G
Outputs: I , V , P , Tmodule

for Day of Time=1:23 do

for V = 0 : Voc,nNs do
Inputs: Rp, Rs, Ipvmax, T , G
Outputs: I , V , P
Solve equation 4 with Newton Raphson Method using

numerical derivatives: That is Ii+1 = Ii −
f(I)

f
′
(I)

and

f
′

(I) = f(I+h)−f(I)
h

where h is a small number.

From each V , I pairs find Pmax

end

for T ime = 0 : 3600s do
Inputs: G, Tambient, P
Outputs: Tmodule

Solve equation 9 by using Euler Method. That is

Tmodule(i+1) = Tmodule(i) + stepf
′

(Tmodule(i)) and

f
′

(Tmodule) = f(Tmodule+h)−f(Tmodule)
h

where, step is a

user defined step number and h is a small number.

end

end

less cloudy days are complying more comparing to the cloudy

days. It is seen from the figure that highest irradiance error is

obtained for 39th of June, the reason of this might be either the

cloud cover forecast errors or irradiance measurement errors.

The RMSE (root mean square error) and nRMSE(normalized

root mean square error) value for 7 days irradiance simulation

is calculated as 141.83 W/m2, and 0.45 respectively.

Figure 7. Actual and forecasted irradiance values for 24th to

30th of June 2015

Figure (8) illustrates the actual and forecasted power out-

put of a single PV panel. Again the power output forecasts of

PV panel are in compliance with the actual results. The errors

increase for the days that have more fluctuations in power out-

puts. Since, the model uses, forecasted values in forecasting,

this may also increase the errors in simulations. The RMSE and

nRMSE values for power outputs is found as 1252.41 Watt and

0.9984 respectively.

Figure (9) shows the actual and forecasted temperature val-

ues of PV module. It is seen from the figure that the forecasted

module temperatures catch the behavior of the actual module

temperature values. The RMSE and nRMSE values for mod-

ule temperature for one week is computed as 7.96 Celsius and

0.2514 respectively.
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Figure 8. Actual and forecasted power output values for a sin-

gle panel from 24th to 30th of June 2015

Figure 9. Actual and forecasted irradiance values for 24th to

30th of June 2015

4. Conclusion

This paper uses numerical regression method for PV output

and module temperature output forecasting. The computation

model uses publicly available cloud cover forecast information,

and temperature forecast data and uses them in the forecasting

process together with position and angle components such as

longitude, latitude, azimuth, zenith. Labview is used for simu-

lation tool.A sample of one week simulation results show that

the irradiance, power, and module temperature forecasting re-

sults are in compliance with the actual results. In the future

these forecast values are planned to be used in a microgrid op-

eration and control environment.
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